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Abstract9

In structural dynamics a structure’s dynamic properties are often deter-10

mined from its frequency-response functions (FRFs). Commonly, FRFs11

are determined by measuring a structure’s response while it is subjected12

to controlled excitation. Impact excitation performed by hand is a pop-13

ular way to perform this step, as it enables rapid FRF acquisition for14

each individual excitation location. On the other hand, the precise loca-15

tion of impacts performed by hand is difficult to estimate and relies16

mainly on the experimentalist’s skills. Furthermore, deviations in the17

impact’s location and direction affect the FRFs across the entire fre-18

quency range. This paper proposes the use of ArUco markers for an19

impact-pose estimation for the use in FRF acquisition campaign. The20

approach relies on two dodecahedrons with markers on each face, one21

mounted on the impact hammer and another at a known location on the22

structure. An experimental setup with an analog trigger is suggested,23

recording an image at the exact time of the impact. A camera with a24

fixed aperture is used to capture the images, from which the impact25

pose is estimated in the structure’s coordinate system. Finally, a pro-26

cedure to compensate for the location error is presented. This relies27

on the linear dependency of the FRFs in relation to the impact offset.28

Keywords: Frequency-response function, Impact excitation, Location29

uncertainty, ArUco markers30
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1 Introduction31

In noise and vibration engineering, a structure’s dynamic properties are often32

evaluated in terms of its frequency response functions (FRFs). A reliable deter-33

mination of FRFs is commonly carried out using an experimental approach.34

This is typically performed on a non-operating system by exciting the struc-35

ture using an impact hammer or electrodynamic shaker. The response of36

the structure is measured simultaneously, typically with accelerometers, laser37

vibrometers or optical methods [1–3]. Obtained FRFs can serve as a pre-38

requisite for various dynamic studies (e.g., modal identification1, dynamic39

substructuring or transfer-path analysis); therefore, a high level of acquisition40

precision is necessary for a meaningful analysis.41

The real-life measurement process for obtaining FRFs is often hindered by42

the presence of experimental errors. In general, they can be classified accord-43

ing to their nature into two categories: random errors and systematic/bias44

errors [6]. Random errors affect the reliability, but not the overall accuracy45

of the outcome. Often referred to as measurement uncertainty, it character-46

izes the spread of the measured quantity. Typical sources of random errors are47

sensor/environment noise, rounding errors in analog to digital conversion and48

other uncontrollable factors. Meanwhile, systematic errors are consistent and49

repeatable, resulting in a systematic shift of the measurement results, affect-50

ing their accuracy but not their reliability. An erroneous position/orientation51

of the applied impact excitation is a common example of measurement bias.52

Errors of this type can be reduced by carefully planning the experiment in53

advance, but as the source of the inaccuracies is unknown, they cannot be54

corrected.55

Assume that we measure a system’s FRF using an impulse hammer and56

a fixed accelerometer on the structure. Looking at the response measurement,57

significant errors might arise due to erroneous sensor positioning, mass loading,58

added stiffness and additional damping from the sensor cabling [7]. Carefully59

designing the experiment in advance helps to minimize the influence of the60

above-mentioned errors. Due to the fact that the response measurement from61

a single impact is subjected to random errors, an approach often adopted is62

where multiple impacts at the same location are averaged, thus reducing the63

effect of noise. However, due to the manual nature of exciting the structure, a64

large degree of uncertainty is introduced by the error in the location and the65

orientation of each excitation. Accurate impact position is a requirement for66

several approaches commonly used in structural dynamics, such as dynamic67

substructuring [8], virtual point transformation [9] or transfer path analysis68

[10]. When performing impacts by hand, a sufficient level of repeatability is69

challenging to achieve [11] and is highly dependent on the skill of the experi-70

mentalist. Using an automatic modal hammer, the impact repeatability can be71

1The modal parameters of vibrating structures can also be monitored in real time using a
suitable eigen perturbation method. This method takes into account the uncertainties in the
measured data by considering a first-order error model [4, 5]. The initial estimate of the modal
parameters is continuously updated with new data as they are collected.
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significantly improved [12]. However, this does not address the bias errors, as72

the impact location is again dependent on the experimentalist [6]. The error in73

the impact’s location is noticeable in the resonance and anti-resonance regions74

of the FRFs. Close to the resonances it is reflected in different amplitudes,75

while at anti-resonance frequencies it appears as a shift in the anti-resonance76

frequency. The differences in the FRFs can be considered linear for small loca-77

tion offsets [11]. This enables compensation of the FRF or the location error,78

given that the exact impact location is known, which is rarely possible in79

practice [9, 10].80

In this paper an approach to determine the hammer’s impact location81

with respect to the tested structure is presented for the use in FRF acqui-82

sition campaign. The approach relies on using computer-vision and fiducial83

markers. Fiducial markers have found uses in many computer-vision applica-84

tions that require a pose estimation, such as drones [13], autonomous robots85

[14, 15], object tracking [16] and facial landmark detection [17]. Among the86

fiducial markers, the ArUco marker library [18] in particular was found to be87

effective and robust for the simultaneous detection of multiple markers [19]88

and has shown promising results in structural dynamics applications [20, 21].89

Single marker pose tracking, while reasonably accurate, was found to be sub-90

ject to ambiguity and inaccurate detections [22]. The pose-estimation accuracy91

of an object can be improved by employing multiple markers at different92

angles, as shown by Oščadal et al. [22]. Accurate results using multiple mark-93

ers can be achieved by mounting the markers on the faces of a dodecahedron94

object. In [16], this is demonstrated with a mixed reality application of a95

real-time, six-degrees-of-freedom, stylus-tracking application, achieving a sub-96

0.4-mm accuracy. The proposed method allows the system to track the position97

and orientation of the passive stylus as it moves and provide updated infor-98

mation in a timely manner without significant delay. The same conclusions99

were found in [23] when developing a hand-held, tissue-stiffness measurement100

device, achieving the same location accuracy of sub-0.4 mm.101

This paper proposes an approach using a dodecahedron with ArUco mark-102

ers attached to an impact hammer to estimate its location and orientation103

during structure-impact testing. The proposed method does not focus on esti-104

mating the impact pose in real-time, but on the offline process. Methods that105

can estimate the modal parameters in real time [4, 5] are used for contin-106

uous monitoring and damage detection, but do not provide impact position107

estimation, vital for methods in [8–10]. Dodecahedron shape is proposed as it108

allows the use of multiple markers, thus improving pose estimation results. To109

estimate the impact pose in a structure’s coordinate system, an additional ref-110

erence dodecahedron is mounted on the structure itself with its location known.111

Using a high-resolution industrial camera with an analog trigger, an image is112

taken of every impact. The markers are then detected through particular ded-113

icated algorithms, resulting in an estimated impact pose with regards to the114

tested structure. An experiment was devised to validate the location accuracy115

of the proposed approach. The practical applicability of the approach was then116
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investigated on a test structure, where excitations using an impact hammer117

were spread around a target area, as is usually the case when manually per-118

forming the impacts. For each impact performed, its pose was estimated when119

the impact hammer was in contact with the structure. Finally, by assuming a120

linear relation regarding the FRF and the location offset, a compensation of121

FRFs for the location error is proposed, resulting in an improved consistency122

of the measured FRFs.123

The paper is organized as follows. The following section briefly summa-124

rizes the basic principles of pose estimation using ArUco markers. Section 3125

introduces the procedure to estimate the hammer pose for impact testing. The126

procedure is then validated in Section 4, followed by the application for a FRF127

measurement. In Section 5, the pose estimation results are presented, followed128

by the conclusion in the final section.129

2 Theoretical background130

2.1 ArUco markers131

ArUco markers are a type of fiducial markers developed by Garrido-Jurado et132

al. [18]. Each ArUco marker is a black square with an internal binary grid. The133

grid encodes a unique ID for each marker and determines its orientation. In an134

image, all square-shaped objects are detected, and using the binary grid the135

ArUco markers are differentiated from the other shapes. The pixel coordinates136

of the marker corners are extracted from the image and are further refined to137

sub-pixel accuracy using the marker edge gradients in the image [24]. Then,138

the marker pose with respect to the camera can be determined using the P3P139

solution to the Perspective-n-Point (PnP) problem [25]. This determines the140

translation and rotation vector from the camera to the centre of the marker.141

All distances in the image are estimated based on the pre-defined marker size.142

To successfully determine the ArUco marker pose, a camera calibration is143

required to determine the camera matrix and the distortion coefficients [26]. A144

traditional calibration is made using chessboard grids, as proposed by Zhang145

et al. [27]. The major drawback of this approach is that the chessboard has146

to be fully visible and must not be occluded. The chessboard approach was147

further improved using ChArUco boards. The addition of ArUco markers148

with known locations on the chessboard allows the use of partially occluded149

chessboards [28].150

2.2 Pose detection151

Single ArUco marker detections are subject to ambiguity and jittery detec-152

tions. To improve the accuracy, the use of multiple markers is suggested. A153

dodecahedron with ArUco markers on its sides provides multiple visible faces154

at every angle. As such, it is very suitable for use in spatial tracking, as shown155

in [16].156
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The ArUco marker’s position and orientation are estimated in the camera’s157

coordinate system. However, this does not allow for a direct determination158

of its pose in (the more preferable) structure’s coordinate system, since the159

location of the camera with respect to the structure is unknown. In order to160

obtain the marker’s location in the structure’s frame of reference, a second161

(also known as the reference) dodecahedron is introduced. The latter is placed162

near or mounted directly on the structure. The pose of the reference in relation163

to the structure’s coordinate system must be known (for instance, from a CAD164

model). Using a geometric transformation, it is then possible to determine165

the location and orientation of the markers on the structure in the structure’s166

coordinate system.167

First, the detected markers of both dodecahedrons need to be transformed
to their respective centres. To achieve this, the transformation matrix R from
each face to the centre of the dodecahedron must be defined by knowing the
exact geometry of the dodecahedron:

R = cos (φ)I+ (1− cos (φ))rrT + sin (φ)

 0 −rz ry
rz 0 −rx
−ry rx 0

 , (1)

where φ = ||rv|| and r = rv

φ with rx, ry and rz being the components of rv.
The rotation and translation components can then be composed into a single
matrix as:

T =


R11 R12 R13 tx
R21 R22 R23 ty
R31 R32 R23 tz
0 0 0 1

 , (2)

where Rij are the components of R and tx, ty and tz are the translation168

components. All detected markers are transformed to the dodecahedron centre169

for both the reference and the hammer dodecahedron.170

Td,c = Tf,cT
∗ (3)

where Td,c is the transformation matrix of the dodecahedron centre in the171

camera coordinate system,Tf,c the transformation matrix of the dodecahedron172

face in the camera coordinate system and T∗ the transformation matrix of173

the dodecahedron centre in the coordinate system of its face. As mentioned174

previously, a pose estimation of planar targets is susceptible to ambiguity under175

certain circumstances [29], which usually results in an unstable z direction.176

This problem commonly occurs when the ArUco marker is at a very steep177

or shallow angle with respect to the camera. To eliminate bad detections,178

all marker transformation matrices are projected on an image plane, taking179

into account the known camera matrix and distortion coefficients. The pixel180

distances between all the projected marker centres are calculated. Inter-marker181

distances over the set pixel limit are used to eliminate the bad detections from182

the dataset.183
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The result for each dodecahedron is a set of locations and rotations for each184

visible marker, transformed to its centre. The next step is to average all the185

poses of all the markers on the dodecahedron. For locations, the simple mean186

of their coordinates is estimated, while rotations are averaged by converting187

the rotation vectors to quaternions and using spherical linear interpolation188

(slerp) [30].189

2.3 Dodecahedron calibration190

The manual nature of manufacturing the dodecahedron with ArUco markers
leads to deviations in the locations and rotations of the marker centres with
respect to their ideal positions on the faces. As proposed in [16], the dodeca-
hedron should be calibrated by minimising the appearance distance between
the image Ic and the object Ot across all visible marker points xi:

Ea({pj ,pk}) =
∑
i

∑
j

∑
k

(Ic(ui(pj ; pk))−Ot(xi))
2, (4)

where pj is the marker pose with respect to the dodecahedron and pk is the191

marker pose with respect to the camera. Using this, we determine the precise192

pose of each marker relative to the dodecahedron.193

3 Impact-pose detection using ArUco markers194

For the impact-pose detection, the impact hammer is equipped with a dodec-195

ahedron that has ArUco markers glued to its faces. The identified pose is then196

transformed into the desired coordinate system with the help of the reference197

dodecahedron with its exact location known. The procedure is schematically198

presented in Fig. 1.199

The rotation matrices are notated as R and the translation vectors as t.200

The subscript denotes whether the quantity is related to the hammer (⋆)imp
201

or the reference (⋆)ref . The hammer and reference dodecahedrons are detected202

in the camera’s coordinate system; therefore, first the rotation matrix of the203

reference dodecahedron is transposed and its corresponding translation vector204

inverted.205

tcam,ref = −RT
ref,camtref,cam (5)

The pose of the hammer with respect to the reference is calculated:206

timp,ref = tcam,ref +RT
ref,camtimp,cam (6)

Rimp,ref = RT
ref,camRimp,cam (7)

And with the known pose of the reference in the desired coordinate system,207

the pose of the hammer is calculated:208

timp,glob = tref,glob +RT
ref,globtimp,ref (8)
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M

M

ref-globimp-glob

cam

ref

imp

imp-ref

glob

imp-cam

ref-cam

Fig. 1 Determining the location of the impact on the structure

Rimp,glob = RT
ref,globRimp,ref (9)

To calculate the location of the hammer tip upon impact, one final209

transformation from the dodecahedron centre to the tip is performed.210

4 Experimental study211

To demonstrate the practical applicability of the proposed impact-location212

estimation, an experimental case study was devised, which had two stages.213

First, an experimental validation of the impact-pose determination was per-214

formed using a known impact location. Second, a FRF measurement campaign215

was performed on a laboratory test-structure, where FRFs were obtained using216

multiple excitation repetitions.217

4.1 Set-up calibration218

An 11x16 ChArUco board was printed and glued to a glass plane. A total of219

47 images of the board in different positions and orientations with respect to220

the camera were taken. For the image capturing, an industrial Basler acA4112-221

20um camera with a Basler C10-2514-3M-S f25mm lens was used. The images222
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were captured at a resolution of 4096x3000 pixels. The coverage of the cam-223

era’s sensor by the chessboard corners was evaluated (Fig. 2). The camera was224

calibrated using the OpenCV python library and the camera matrix and dis-225

tortion matrix were obtained [31]. The re-projection error for each calibration226

image was evaluated and is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 Camera calibration sensor coverage
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Fig. 3 Camera calibration re-projection error

227

Two dodecahedron objects with a side of 23.25 mm were 3D printed. ArUco228

markers were glued to their faces2. Altogether, 30 calibration photographs from229

different angles were taken for both dodecahedrons used later in the experi-230

mental study. The location and orientation deviations of the markers from the231

ideal ones were determined and accounted for during the transformations of232

the markers to the centre of the dodecahedron.233

4.2 Validation of the pose-estimation accuracy234

To verify the proposed approach, an experimental validation was performed.235

The validation relies on the tip of the impact hammer being positioned at a236

precisely known location. To fix the tip at a single point, a special pointed237

2Markers with a size of 20 mm were determined to still be of practical use, while providing
sufficient accuracy. Larger markers improve the accuracy and can be more reliably detected at a
greater distance.
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hammer tip was used, along with a shallow blind hole being drilled in the test238

structure (Fig. 4). The reference dodecahedron was positioned in one of the239

structure’s holes with its position precisely known from the CAD model. In this240

manner, an accurate reference pose was defined. The camera aperture was set241

to the minimum value possible (f/1.4) to achieve the maximum depth of field,242

ensuring that all the markers on the dodecahedron were in focus. Furthermore,243

to achieve a focus on both the hammer and the reference dodecahedron, the244

camera was placed at an approximately equal distance from each of the dodec-245

ahedrons. Due to the stationary nature of the experiment, long exposure times246

could be used. Homogeneous lighting was ensured across the whole setup.

Fixed impact hammer

Pointed tip

Hole in structure

Camera

Fig. 4 Experimental validation of the proposed approach

247

For the validation process, the camera was kept stationary while the ham-248

mer was tilted in different directions. The tip of the hammer was always kept249

at the associated hole. For each hammer pose an image was captured. The250

hammer was always placed in positions that ensured the most visible ArUco251

markers from the camera’s perspective. Altogether, 27 photographs were taken,252

with three examples being presented in Fig. 5.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5 Image examples for validation of the pose accuracy: a) pose 1, b) pose 2, c)
pose 3

253
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The pose of the hammer tip in relation to the test structure’s coordinate254

system was determined for each image using the approach presented in Section255

3. The identified impact poses are depicted in Fig. 6 using an open-source256

python package pyFBS [32].

Fig. 6 3D display of all hammer-tip positions to validate the pose accuracy

257

As for this experimental verification, the precise location of the impact258

hammer is available, and the results were compared to the predetermined259

location of the hammer tip on the structure. Multiple approaches with the260

calibration of the dodecahedron-marker location and orientation were analysed261

(Fig. 7). The results indicate that there is an improvement when compensating262

for the offsets determined during the calibration. The maximum translation263

error achieved using this approach was 0.58 mm, compared to 0.94 mm without264

any calibration. To determine the reliable orientation of the hammer towards265

the camera, three distinct orientations were used. In the first few images, where266

the errors of rotation+translation calibration are high, the impact hammer was267

oriented as shown in pose 1 (Fig. 5a). The markers captured by the camera in268

this particular orientation were not calibrated as successfully as in orientations269

where different markers are visible (pose 2 or 3, Figs. 5b and 5c, respectively),270

which led to poor results. Pose 2 used in the second batch of images (Fig. 5b)271

proved to return the best results and was therefore chosen as the reliable272

orientation in further experimental work. Since the maximum translation error273

can be considered smaller than the error achieved during a manual excitation,274

determining the impact location using the proposed approach is viable for275

practical use.276

To analyse the effect of the number of visible ArUco markers on the accu-277

racy of the proposed approach, tests were performed, using from 1 to all 6278

visible markers on the hammer dodecahedron (Fig. 8). Meanwhile, the number279

of visible markers on the reference was kept constant. The results indicate that280

to achieve maximum accuracy, a larger number of visible markers is required.281
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Fig. 7 Translation error for each image ( ) - No calibration, ( ) - Rotation
calibration, ( ) - Translation calibration, ( ) - Rotation + translation calibration

This indicates that using multiple cameras to capture a single impact would282

further improve the results.
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Fig. 8 Translation error and number of markers used for the pose estimation

283

4.3 Experimental setup284

The FRF acquisition was then performed on two beam-like aluminium struc-285

tures held together with a bolted connection (Fig. 9). The test structure was286

supported by polyurethane foam blocks, which simulated free-free boundary287

conditions. One triaxial PCB 356A32 accelerometer was fixed to the structure288

using cyanoacrylate glue. Again, the reference dodecahedron was mounted at289

one of the structure’s holes, so its location could be accurately determined.290

For the excitation, a PCB 086C03 impact hammer with a vinyl tip was used.291

The hammer was fitted with a dodecahedron on the opposite end.292

For the image acquisition, the camera from the validation setup was used.293

An analog trigger was applied to capture the image at the moment the hammer294

tip made contact with the structure. When the tip was in contact with the295
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reference
dodecahedron

target area

accelerometer

foam supports

Fig. 9 3D display of recorded impacts on the target area

metal structure, the trigger circuit was completed (Fig. 10), thus triggering296

the camera. Due to the non-conductive nature of the hammer tip used, a

Conductive material

Circuit on impact

Camera analog input

Conductive test structure

Fig. 10 Camera analog trigger setup

297

thin copper foil was glued on top of it and an electrical contact was achieved298

upon exciting the structure. To ensure the maximum possible depth of field,299

the camera aperture was again set to its minimum value (f/1.4). The camera300

exposure time was set to 3 ms to avoid excessive motion blur distorting the301

images. The combination of a small aperture and a short exposure time meant302

that strong lighting had to be used. To further improve the lighting conditions,303

2 dB of digital gain were used.304

A total of 100 excitations using the modal hammer were performed by hand.305

The impacts were spread around the target area due to the random variations306

in the repeatability of the impact. Upon every impact, an image was taken307
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when the trigger circuit was completed (such as, for example, in Fig. 11). As308

shown previously, the number of visible markers captured affects the accuracy309

of the pose determination. Therefore, all the impacts were performed with the310

maximum possible number of markers visible.

Fig. 11 Example of a captured impact image

311

The use of digital gain during image acquisition increases the image noise.312

Hence, the images were de-noised using the Non-Local Means de-noising313

algorithm [33] before being processed.314

Next, the check for structure’s linearity was performed to ensure the FRF315

data are in fact independent of excitation amplitudes and non-linearity can be316

neglected as a significant source of FRF differences between individual impacts.317

As the force level varies for individual excitation (Fig. 12a), the ordinary coher-318

ence function will be less than unity, given that the input and output functions319

are not linear [1]. The ordinary coherence function (Fig. 12b) is close to one
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(b)

Fig. 12 Investigation on structure’s nonlinear effects: a) Force time signals for all
performed impacts, b) ordinary coherence function

320

in the majority of the frequency region of interest, including resonant regions321

(indicated by orange vertical lines). This indicates that the FRF amplitude322
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and phase are very repeatable from measurement to measurement, regardless323

of the force level. The ordinary coherence function is less than unity at the324

anti-resonance frequencies (indicated by red vertical lines). However, this is325

not a consequence of a structure’s non-linearity, but rather a consequence of326

an extremely poor signal-to-noise ratio at these frequencies3. Overall, it can327

be concluded that the nonlinearity of the structure is not a significant source328

of FRF differences, and can thus be neglected.329

5 Results330

The locations and orientations of the applied impacts were determined accord-331

ing to Section 3. The identified impact poses are displayed in a 3D environment332

in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13 3D display of the performed impacts on the target area

333

The obtained time series from the accelerometer’s channels and the impact334

hammer were then used for the structure’s FRF estimation. The calculated335

FRFs as a simple ratio of the response and the excitation force for each individ-336

ual impact and one channel (in the z direction) are presented in Fig. 14. Poor337

impact repeatability leads to inconsistent FRFs, which are especially apparent338

in the resonance and anti-resonance regions. By zooming in on the frequency339

range of 470–550 Hz, a shift in the anti-resonance frequency was observed for340

each impact. By inspecting the proximity of the natural frequency at 730 Hz,341

differences in the FRF magnitudes were observed for each impact. All of the342

above-mentioned observations are in accordance with the conclusions drawn343

in [11].344

Fig. 14 presents typical results from the FRF measurement campaign. How-345

ever, the introduction of ArUco markers and an estimation of the impact pose346

3Note that the lower frequency range (coloured orange) is excluded from this inspection due to
the presence of hardly measurable rigid-body modes.
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Fig. 14 FRFs for all impacts, z direction. Note the different amplitudes in the
resonance frequencies and different anti-resonance frequencies due to impact-location
bias

makes it possible to examine the dependency of the FRFs on the impact loca-347

tion. The real parts for the selected frequencies (close to the resonance and348

anti-resonance frequencies) in relation to impact location bias (determined x349

and y offsets) are depicted in Fig. 15.350

In the following, we focus on the location of the impact only. The orien-
tation deviations are considered insignificant compared to location errors and
are therefore neglected. From an inspection of the results in Fig. 15, it is evi-
dent that the effect of location bias leads to linear changes in the FRFs’ real
part for small offsets. This is in accordance with the findings presented in [9].
Minor deviations from the linear dependency are contributed to the unob-
served sources of errors (e.g., measurement noise, impact orientation). The
linear nature of the data enables a simple compensation of the FRFs for the
error in the impact location, while neglecting all other sources of errors. First,
the functional dependency of the FRFs’ real part on the impact location is
deduced for each frequency point by fitting the measured data to the plane
equation:

ℜ
(
Y(f)

)
= a(f)∆x + b(f)∆y + c(f), (10)

where Y(f) consists of the measured FRFs at individual frequency line for all351

the repeated impacts and one response location, while ∆x and ∆y are vectors352

containing the coordinates of each impact in the structure’s coordinate system.353

In this manner, the coefficients a, b and c are obtained for each frequency line354

f . Due to the stationary placement of the sensors, there is no additional uncer-355

tainty in the measurement results due to their fluctuating position. Therefore,356
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the proposed method can be used for any number and position of response357

sensors. A similar procedure can be applied to the imaginary FRFs’ part; how-358

ever, for the sake of simplicity, only real FRF parts are examined in the scope359

of this work. The obtained approximated planes are presented along with the360

measured data in Fig. 15.
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Fig. 15 Dependency of the FRFs’ real part on excitation location. A plane was
fitted to the scatter plot to emphasise the linear relation: a) at 295Hz, b) at 480Hz,
c) at 734Hz, d) at 711Hz

361

For an individual frequency point each FRF can then be compensated for362

location errors on the basis of the established functional dependency (Eq. (10)).363

Each FRF is translated parallel to the fitted plane at the ideal impact location364

(∆x = 0, ∆y = 0). The results of this compensation are presented in Fig. 16365

for a single frequency point. The compensated data has a noticeably smaller366

spread around the reference value (inerquartile range has been reduced from367

0.029 ms−2/N for the measured FRFs to 0.009 ms−2/N for the compensated368

FRFs), recognized in the origin (∆x = 0 and ∆y = 0) of the fitted plane.369

The remaining spread is contributed to the other uncontrollable sources of370

measurement errors that cannot be observed using the proposed approach (e.g.371

spread of impact orientation, instrumentation noise-floor). Fig. 16 also justifies372
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the assumption of treating the impact orientation less prominent source of373

FRF spread than location offset.
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Fig. 16 Comparison of the measured FRFs and FRFs compensated for the location
bias at 734 Hz for each impact and corresponding boxplot representation. ( ) -
measured FRF, ( ) - compensated FRF

374

As the error is corrected for each frequency point, fully compensated FRFs375

across the entire frequency range can be obtained. As shown in Fig. 17 the376

original measured FRFs are overlaid with the compensated ones. A signifi-377

cantly reduced spread of the FRF’s magnitude is observed. The most apparent378

improvements are near the anti-resonance and resonance frequencies, where379

the effect of location bias is most apparent.380
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Fig. 17 Comparison of the measured FRFs and FRFs compensated for the location
bias. ( ) - measured FRF, ( ) - compensated FRF
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The current experimental setup used only a single camera and assumes that381

multiple ArUco markers will be in the field of view of the camera all the time.382

If more cameras are added to the experimental setup we could have multiple383

poses, which could be used to either increase the spatial resolution or maintain384

the accuracy if a part of the dodecahedron from one camera becomes obscured.385

Furthermore, by placing the dodecahedron on transducers we could esti-386

mate the positions and orientations of the output channels as well. This can387

reduce the time of positioning the transducers on the CAD model, as well as388

the number of possible wrong positions or orientations during the experiment.389

6 Conclusion390

In this paper the use of ArUco markers for an impact-pose estimation for391

applications in structural dynamics is investigated. For improved robustness392

in spatial tracking, the use of a dodecahedron with markers on its side is393

proposed. By equipping the impact hammer with a dodecahedron, a precise394

impact location and orientation can be determined in the reference coordinate395

system. The approach is suited for the FRF measurement campaign where396

impact location determination or sufficient repeatability between successive397

impacts proves to be challenging.398

The applicability of the proposed approach is demonstrated with an exper-399

imental case study, where the structure’s FRFs are acquired for one response400

and one excitation location with multiple repetitions. From the individual401

impact-pose estimations the quality of the impact location’s repeatability can402

be assessed. By adopting a linear relation between the FRF’s real and imagi-403

nary parts with regards to the impact offset, a compensation for the location404

error is proposed. The proposed method does not require a baseline measure-405

ment. Knowing the exact location of a particular impact, we can perform a406

linear approximation of the real part of the FRFs. Thus, we can estimate the407

value of the real part of the FRF at any point near the repeated impacts using408

the approximated plane. It is shown that by using this approach, an improved409

consistency of the estimated FRFs is obtained. The approach is suitable for410

applications where the precise impact location is required (e.g., virtual point411

transformation) or accurate FRFs are of key importance (e.g., frequency based412

substructuring, transfer-path analysis).413
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